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SECTION 2: TRADING OUTRIGHT CALL AND PUT OPTIONS
Before we can talk about using options as building blocks to create various strategies with an array of risk and
reward prospects, we need to start with the straightforward act of buying and selling calls and puts. A complete
understanding of how long and short options works is a large step toward fully understanding options spreads.

CHAPTER 3: BUYING OPTIONS OUTRIGHT ISN’T ALWAYS A GREAT
“OPTION”

M

y first conversation with beginning traders is generally debunking the myth that option trading always
entails limited risk and a lack of required margin. These assumptions are true when buying calls or puts
outright, but traders who are employing spread strategies or are selling options naked are expected to
post a good-faith deposit to cover potential losses known as margin. Also, these traders might or might not be
exposed to unlimited risk; spread traders who have purchased an option of the
same type for any short option held will have limited risk exposure, but any trader
When buying options,
who sells an option without also being long an option of the same type, a practice
time kills.
known as buying coverage, will face unlimited risk. In extreme scenarios, the losses
incurred by naked short options and short option spread trading can wrack up
surprisingly fast. Yet, limited risk strategies such as outright option buying offer dismal odds of success. Specifically,
low and limited risk trades executed in frequency can cause a trading account to slowly bleed cash.
DISADVANTAGES OF OPTION BUYING
The practice of buying calls and puts is generally referred to as long
If you’ve ever purchased an option and
option trading. Long option strategies are exactly as the name
watched the value erode to nothing, the
implies. It may include the purchase of a single option or it may be
seller had the opposite experience.
the purchase of an option spread in the form of a strangle or a
straddle. Technically, vertical spreads also fall into the category of
long option strategies, but for now, we will focus on the purchase of
calls and puts either outright or in the form of straddles and strangles (vertical spreads are discussed in detail in
Chapter 5).
Long option strategies, by definition, entail limited risk and unlimited profit potential, causing beginning traders to
flock to the strategy. It is nice to know that regardless how wrong the speculation is or how poor the timing, the
maximum damage is the cost of the option being purchased. Even better, the premium paid for the call or put
gives the trader the “option” to buy or sell the futures contract at the stated strike price, which creates the
potential for unlimited profits; thus, an option buyer sleeps well at night. It is a comfortable strategy until you
consider the bleak probability of success.

Option buyers are gaining peace
of mind but giving up probability
of success.

The bottom line is options are priced to lose. After all, there must be
somebody willing to sell the option at a particular price before a trader
can purchase it. The trader selling the option has expectedly done their
homework regarding the likelihood of it paying out and has priced the
option accordingly. Making the prospects of triumph for option buyers
even worse, options are eroding assets.
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This chapter will focus on the mechanics of option buying as well as the limitations. In my opinion, long option
traders are generally forfeiting the probability of success for peace of mind. As a long option trader, the worst-case
scenario for a trade is to lose all the money spent on the option. Sadly, the maximum loss can occur even if the
predicted market direction is accurate. As you will soon be aware, limited risk isn’t necessarily synonymous with
less risk. Despite the obvious benefit of limited risk, other factors work against the odds of success: primarily, time
decay, the 80/20 rule, time limit, and market direction.
TIME DECAY
An option is an eroding asset; every minute that passes has a negative
Options are an eroding asset for
effect on its value. Many are under the assumption that if a trader buys
the buyer, but they are an eroding
a call option and the market goes up, he will make money. This cannot
liability to the seller.
be farther from the truth. While it is possible for the value of a call
option to go up in a rising market, it is also possible for a call option to
lose value as the underlying asset ascends. In contrast, in extreme
cases of exploding volatility, the price of a call option can increase despite a descending futures market.
Example: In late September 2019, March corn was trading at $3.70 and a trader could buy a January $4.10 call for
$0.04, or $200 because each penny is worth $50 to the trader, with three months left. For the option to be
profitable the market must climb enough to outpace time decay. If on the day of expiration, the market is trading
at $4.05, even though the market has rallied 35 cents from the day of purchase the option will expire worthless to
result in the maximum loss of $200 plus commission and fees for the buyer (Figure 12).

Figure 12: This chart depicts the price change in a January $4.10 call option in corn following a rally from $3.70 to $4.10.
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Depressing, isn’t it? The trader’s speculation was correct, but the market didn’t
go far enough in the allotted time frame to return a profit at expiration. At any
time before expiration, it is possible the position would have been profitable,
but that would depend on the extrinsic value. In early October, corn rallied to
$4.10 (Figure 13). The move occurred almost immediately after the option was
hypothetically purchased, rather than taking two months to get there. Accordingly, the trader would have
experienced very little time value erosion but would have benefited from increases in extrinsic value due to the
spike in volatility, increased demand for the option, and favorable futures market movement. Had the trader
exercised keen timing, he could have sold the option for $0.13 or $650. This would have netted a profit of $0.09
($450) before considering transaction costs. In other words, although the price of the underlying futures price
must be beyond the strike price of the option to be profitable at expiration, at any time before expiration the
option could be profitable despite the futures price not being beyond the strike price. We will later learn this
simple concept is often the bane of existence to beginning option sellers.

Learn from your losses; you
paid for them.

Figure 13: Option buyers can profit from extrinsic value prior to expiration if the futures market moves favorably toward their strike price,
but that extrinsic value erodes quickly if the momentum wanes.

Example: Let’s use a variation of the preceding example. If the market was at $4.13 at the time of expiration, the
trader would have incurred a loss of $0.01 or $50. Although the market climbed above the strike price of the call
option, it didn’t climb enough to overcome the premium paid for the option ($0.04). Thus, an option can be in-themoney and still produce a loss to the trader. We cover this in more detail as we go, but the breakeven point of a
long call option is equal to the strike price plus the premium paid. For this trader to have made his money back,
without regard to transaction costs, the market would have had to be at $4.14 ($4.10 + 0.04) at expiration.
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80/20 RULE
The 80/20 rule has been used to describe several relationships in the world of finance, and commodities are no
different. While I haven’t done the math, it has been said that markets spend roughly 80% of the time trading
within a defined range and 20% of the time changing that range. If this is true, it makes sense to apply this rule to
long options. After all, we have already conferred it takes a substantial price move for a trader to be profitable on
a long option at expiration. Many believe that as many as 80% of all options expire worthless. Several studies have
been conducted on this theory, and the actual number seems to be closer to 70% based on data provided by the
CME and others. It is important to note that the CME’s calculations were based on options held to expiration. Of
course, many traders, whether long or short, don’t hold their position until expiration so in some way, this study is
comparing apples to oranges. An option expiring worthless means little to traders who made or lost a substantial
amount of money on large price fluctuations before expiration. Also, assuming the exchange lists the same number
of strike prices above and below the market, wouldn’t half of them be ITM and half OTM at expiration? The reality
is strike prices are not symmetrical, but it is clear there are inherent flaws in concluding 70% to 80% of options
expire worthless. Nevertheless, the idea is firm—more options than not expire worthless.
As outlined previously, even those options that expire in-the-money may not be worth enough to pay back the
premium spent by the purchaser. This reason alone should be enough to deter you from being a habitual option
buyer. The only way to make money in the commodity market is to put the odds in your favor. Often, simply
buying options works against the goal of putting the probabilities to work for you instead of against you.
TIME LIMIT
As we all know, options have an expiration date. This is an obvious disadvantage
for long option traders. To be profitable, not only does the market have to go in
the right direction to a minimum magnitude, but it must do so within a specified
time limit. As a speculator, it is a challenge to get the direction of a market or
the timing of a move accurate, but to be consistently precise on both is nearly
impossible in the long run.

Being right on price or timing
is easy, but being right on
both is nearly impossible.

MARKET DIRECTION
Upon entry, there is approximately a 33% chance of the market going in the direction of a long option speculator.
This makes perfect sense. On balance, the market is either going to go up, down, or sideways. A call option buyer
can potentially make money if the market goes up. However, in a directionless or bearish market climate, a long
call option will quickly erode in value. This leaves a long option player with an estimated 66% chance of loss
immediately after entering the trade and even less after acknowledging favorable movement in the underlying
might not be enough to produce a profit. There is no logical way to quantify this, but in my estimation, this brings
the odds of loss on a long option play over 80%. Consequently, option buyers enjoy limited risk and unlimited
profit potential but face bleak success rates.
WHEN TO USE LONG OPTIONS
While I have attempted to portray the downfalls of long option
strategies, complete avoidance isn’t recommended. Sometimes simply
buying a call or put option is the advantageous thing to do. There are a
few instances in which an experienced trader realizes that the potential
reward outweighs the negative factors:

Where some might see garbage,
others see opportunity.
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LOW VOLATILITY
During times of low market volatility, option premiums can become extremely cheap. Not only that, markets tend
to move in cycles. Periods of low volatility are often followed by periods of high volatility and vice versa. If you are
holding a long option during an explosion in volatility, the payoff could be tremendous. Although rare, it is possible
for the value of an option to increase even if the market isn’t necessarily going in the direction that favors
valuation due to changes in implied volatility.
EXTREME PRICES (PICKING TOPS AND BOTTOMS)
If a market is trading near all-time highs or lows and you are predicting a
Veteran trading mistakes are
violent reversal, an outright call or put option might be the best strategy.
expensive, but rookie
Option premium in the opposite direction of a strong trend tends to trade at
mistakes can be devastating.
a discount. Thus, buying countertrend options may be affordable and wise;
a long option play provides traders with unlimited profit potential and
allows a potential trend reversal and a possible explosion in volatility to pay off nicely if circumstances are
favorable. Further, if the trader’s speculation was wrong, the risk is limited to the amount paid for the option. As
we all know, picking tops and bottoms is a challenging and sometimes treacherous game, leaving open-ended
strategies at risk of account draining losses.
QUIET MARKETS
Certain markets tend to involve low levels of volatility or a decreased amount of leverage, which often keep option
prices relatively low. Markets fitting this description often include corn, sugar, soybean oil and meal, the 10-year
note, eurodollar, orange juice, and a few currencies (Canadian and Australian dollars). It is important to remember,
though, that markets are dynamic, and just because a market fits into this category today doesn’t necessarily mean
that it has always been or always will be.
Example: When market volatility, particularly the implied volatility built into option prices, shifts from extreme
lows to extreme highs as was the case in the gold market mid-2019, the results can be breathtaking. Option sellers
are generally caught off-guard, which adds fuel to the fire because they are motivated to buy their short options
back or trade futures to hedge their option exposure; these reactions simply cascade the volatility. Yet, option
buyers might be pleasantly surprised by windfall profits. When implied volatility shifts, it can cause nearly
worthless options to suddenly become valuable beyond belief. In May 2019, the implied volatility in gold futures
options was at a decade low but quickly reverted to a multiyear high (Figure 14). As a result, call options that were
previously categorized as nearly worthless suddenly came to life.

